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Amazing Stuff, whatelse could
there be?

For example, dLog

I + factoring are muchLattice Based Cryptography
- easier with quantum

computers
- Plansibly PostQuantum: We need to update our
primitives/protocols to be secure againstadversaries

thathave quantum computers
s

same · NIST PostQuantum Standardization Finalists
organization
that standardized signative Schemes
AES

- Lattice based:Dilithium, Falcon

Code based I - Hash based:SPHINCS
KEMS
we still keyEncapsulation Mechanisms
being considered.

IsogenyCandidates
- Lattice based:Kyber

broken



- Diversifycryptographic assumptions for primitives

->opens potential
avenues tobase cryptographyon

normallyrely
on any case hardness

worstcase hardness/ holygrail:cryptographybased
on NP-hard problems

- Enables new functionalities!!!

·Fully Homomorphic Enc:Given an end of

a message X, honinteractivelyand efficiently
compute a valid end of f(x) for any

function o

( of polysize)

but.... Whatis a Lattice?

flet:An undimensional lattice I is a "discrete, additive

subspace"of RP.
- Discrete: everyx = 1 has a neighborhood in R" where it

is the only point.
- Additive subspace:0= 2 and x,y =1, -x = 1 and x+y =2

Example:the integer lattice 1". the Gary lattice a1" (i.e.
the setofrectors whose entries are multiples of a

Picture: .
⑧

↑geo



Computational Problems:
- ShortestVector Problem:given a basis B for a lattice

2(B), find the shortestnon-zero vector v-2(B)
- Approximate SUP: SUP butwith an approximation factor
- Decision problems and many more...

Today, we will discuss the LWE Assumption and construct

PKEfrom it.

Det:The Learning with Errors (LWE) problem is defined

with respectto lattice parameters n, m, 9 and an error

distribution & (often, a discrete Gaussian distribution over [a).B
mxn

The LWE assumption states thatfor random A *Ti
- , e =X, the two dists

E(A, Astel:Eic" E(A,r:
e=xm
3

B

are computationallyindistinguishable.
* LWEviewed as alattice problem
- 2A) =GAs: seka3 +q4"
- The search version ofLWE: finds given Aste can be

reformulated as:given in pointAste near a lattice pointp
=2, find p Exfindings.



Whydoes LWEseem hard? (detour to search variant)
* the search

Lets remove the error for a moment:
and decision
variants of LWE

[A +xqmxn]/sexar] =(b +xa]
are = equally

hard.

m equations, n unknowns if man can use gaussian
elimination to solve the Linear system.

Adding backerror:

[A +xamxn] (s =4an] (* -49] + fe =x5]
noisy, not equality!

Have to solve a noisyLinear system ofequations.
For some choices of parameters and noise distributions,

We believe this problem is both well defined/hord.
· n =securityparameter (more unknowns:harder system)
·m =poly (n), m >n Cover determined) (more equations -easier)problem
·

a
=poly (n)

· BCG in X is a noise bound. All e in the

supportofy have Hello B. (less noise -easier I12 problem
max (1e;1)
ic [m]



Regev Encryption (2005)

Asimple "El-Gamal style"public keycryptosystem from
LWE.

* Note: -We will view he as integers in range (
-2,)

far example I, = =E-3, -2,-1,0, 1,2,33
- 2%):floor will round down to nearestinteger

Key Gen (IY):

A*Tax, sa", 2 =XB
mustchoose params

b: =ASte tAq

M

3 St.AumBOutput (SK: = s, pk: =(A,b))

Encrypt (PK,x):encrypts single bits ... large ciphertexts
~*E0,13M, co: =rTA ta",,: =r+b +(E)x

Outputit: =(Co, 2.) taxe

Decrypt(sk:= S t KG", ct:
=(cr,,)):

*= =C, -(iS

if IPI < * outputo
else output1



Correctness:

Y =c - (S =rTb +(E).X - rAs

=
rT(Aste) + (E)X-rTAs
=r*s +rTe +LE)X - As
=re +(E).X

aplaintext
⑧

VisualInterpretation: -
a X=0

-F ⑧ &

e noise
1x=1

-X By choice of
a

I Iparams
We have e =xB and *50, 13 so IrTel<mB<
So if x =0, IX) < else ifx =1, 1x1 > (E)-

Security (Proof Sketch):
View of Adversary

comp Hybrido:pk= (A, b =Aste), co =rTA, c, =r
+

b +(z)x
End by S SSc
LWE

Hybrid,: pk= (A, r4G), c =rTA, c, =rt +(z)x

statistically) IsInd by
CAL Hybrida:pk= (A, r*4a). co*4a, c, *a
(next page)



In Hybride, the ciphertextis random and independentof X.

Leftover Hush Lemna (LHL):A ProofOmitted!

· Letm = Inlogy.

&CrTA, riv: TenEir,w:Ee
Therefore,

Co =rA =Co
2, =rt +(z).X =s(,kka

e
one time pad


